To Whom it may concern,
I write to you as a mother, a teacher, and a resident of Oregon.
For the past 100 years our population has been exposed to the use of chemicals. Now we are in the 3rd
and 4th generation of people being exposed to these unnatural toxins, and many of the effects are
showing up in all kinds of men, women and children. The body chemistry and constitution of many, if
not all, humans is being progressively compromised. It is known, that if one is to be vaccinated that it
would not be guaranteed that they will not get a sickness. Every time we give a developing child a dose
of anything, we take a great risk at disrupting the chemistry of their growing minds and bodies. If we
were to take away the choice for a mother or father, to choose what is best for their children, it would
be a great loss to Oregon as we know it. Oregon is comprised of progressive thinking, hopeful people,
which is becoming more rare in these days and age. As a teacher working daily with children, I see how
they all have so many different needs, emotionally, physically, and even nutritionally. Our school is a
private school and is comprised of some vaccinated and some not vaccinated. Many people comment
on the overall health of our school, which does not weigh on the number of vaccinated
children. Ashland, Oregon is not a economically thriving town, but it is made up of many California
families that moved here to have the freedom of vaccinations. If a mandatory vaccination law was to be
enforced in our state, many areas would suffer severely. My own job would be at stake, along with
other men and women, causing many to relocate to other places.
I ask you as a teacher on the front lines of this issue to greatly consider the freedom we have as mothers
and fathers to choose what is best for each of our children. Ultimately, who does know what is best for
their children? I would think it is those that live daily in relationship with a child that was born from
their own mother.
The chemistry of the growing child is delicate.
The compromise of employment, in an already economically challenged area.
The freedom for a mother or father to make a critical choice for their child's health and well being.
Please support choice and freedom and oppose this bill.
With Respect,
Jamie Fahey-Blea
Siskiyou School
Ashland, Oregon

